In support of U.S. industrial competitiveness, INL works to deploy and transfer the discoveries and inventions created at the Lab. INL has hundreds of technologies and many unique capabilities that can be made available to benefit our customers and the public.

Some of INL’s most recent tech deployment accomplishments are found in the Tech Deployment Annual Report at www.inl.gov/td.

If you would like to license an INL technology, share in R&D, start or expand a business with INL technologies, or require business support, INL has the following contractual mechanisms:

**LICENSING**
Licenses offer the opportunity to commercialize INL-developed technology by transferring intellectual property to industry.

**CRADAS**
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) allow INL and one or more non-federal partners to develop an INL technology or apply INL expertise to a non-federal party’s technology.

**STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS**
Formerly called Work For Others, Strategic Partnership Project agreements allow the use of INL’s technologies, personnel, expertise and facilities.

**TECHNOLOGY-BASED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT GRANTS**
Battelle Energy Alliance corporate funds provide grants for projects aimed at spurring technology-based economic development, entrepreneurship and innovation in the region. Priority is given to projects that focus on connecting industry partners, universities, start-ups and economic development organizations that drive job growth in nuclear energy, national and homeland security, and clean energy.

INL works through existing groups to establish a strong climate for tech-based economic development. Available funds are leveraged by challenging other groups to match contributions for the start
of tech-based projects. Examples of INL’s efforts include:

- Helping start-up companies develop business plans, providing strategic planning training, and offering highly-specialized technical assistance.

- Working with economic and technology development organizations to identify opportunities and resources.

- Providing services to tech-based incubators and science & technology parks.

Donation Request: INL’s Technology Based Economic Development donation process is conducted on an annual basis. Guidelines for Technology Based Economic Development donations can be found at www.inl.gov/partner.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
This is a technical support program for small business and state and local governments where INL scientists and engineers provide, without fees, assistance which is not normally available to a community or small business. It helps in areas where organizations may find their problems too complex or technical to solve on their own.

This program is authorized by federal law, and DOE has allocated limited funding for this support activity and provides policy guidance directing the screening and selection of projects.

- Requested services cannot substantially compete with services available from the private sector.

- The requested assistance must fall within INL areas of expertise.

- Requests to support projects in nuclear energy, national and homeland security, and clean energy are given higher emphasis.

- No more than 40 hours of assistance are allowed per request.

To submit your request for consideration, complete the Request for Technical Assistance form.
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